NOTES:
1.) GATES OVER 9' TALL WILL REQUIRE LOCAL FENCING (SEE SHADED AREA).
2.) SCALE IS IN INCHES.
3.) REFERENCE DWG. #’s 100, 101, 102, and 103.
4.) AUTOGATE PROVIDES GATE GUARDS FOR GATES 9' TALL AND UNDER THAT ARE CONSTRUCTED OF STD. MATERIAL. NON-STANDARD MATERIALS MAY NOT HAVE A PROVIDED GUARD. IF GUARD IS NOT PROVIDED: REVIEW YOUR ORDER AND DWG, CONTACT AUTOGATE.
5.) FENCE OFF REAR AREA PER F2200.
6.) INSTALL EXTERNAL ENTRAPMENT PROTECTION DEVICES TO MITIGATE POTENTIAL OF ENTRAPMENT.

---

The diagram illustrates the dimensions of various gate guards, including:
- 9' Gate Guard #T-0625
- 8' Gate Guard #T-0623
- 7' Gate Guard #T-0622

The image includes a public and private/secured side view, with annotations providing specific measurements and details about the gate guards.
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The notice at the bottom indicates:
- Date: 7/31/2018
- Drawn By: bmisller
- Cked By: 
- Title: STANDARD GATE GUARDS AND DIMENSIONS
- Description: Standard Gate Guards Assembly
- Inventory: 
- Material: 
- FILE: E:\3D Inventor\J&O manual 3D files\IN0 - Standard Gate Guards Assembly.iam
INSTALL TWO LOCKNUTS ON EACH END OF THE WIND BRACING CABLES AND THEN ALIGN THE GATE AS NEEDED IN THE YOKE.
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ADD 1/2" WASHERS (AS NECESSARY), TO ADJUST FROM SIDE TO SIDE.
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